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Title of Walk Bodoix Via Castell D’Ambra

Location of Start (include name of nearest 
village/town at start of description)

Pego

Key Statistics for walk - Distance in km 11

Key Statistics for walk - Ascent in m 540 (610 to summit)

Key Statistics for walk - Walking time and 
total completion time including any stops

3h 25 min
4.5 hrs

Key Statistics for walk - Grade (using CBMW 
system)

MS/B

Grid reference of start point (if known) 38.838412,  -0.121408

Directions to Start Pla del Metge Almela. Approaching Pego from:
-Orba on CV715 turn L after PEGO town sign (large 
steel pylon on corner) into wide road.
Continue to Stop sign and you’re there.
-El Vergel/N332 on CV700 turn R at 2nd island signed 
Adsubia. Straight on over two islands, L at ‘T’ junction,
past Mercadona on LHS, straight on at next island, 
straight on at Stop sign, R immediately after college 
and you’re there.

Short walk description Small amount on roads but mainly on marked tracks 
and paths albeit a short stretch of path is a little rocky 
under foot. Lovely view particularly from the castle

Full Walk Description Elapsed 
Walking 
Time/Distance 
so far

Walk out of Pego (to the southeast) on Carrer Sant Joaquin and turn R at sign post 
signed Tormos etc. (9mins-0.75km). 

Where road turns L you take the path that goes straight on. (7mins-0.5km). 

Go R onto road where path ends and turn L onto track signed to Castell D’Ambra (10 
mins-0.59km). 

Track soon becomes a path and at T junction turn L (7mins-0.35km). 

9mins-
0.75km 

16mins-
1.25km

26mins
1.84km

33mins
2.19km
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Follow this path, go L at the signpost, R up the steps, R along the ramparts, around to 
the left then R again and on to the aerial that marks the top (11mins-0.53km). 

Back the way you came to the road (16mins-0.83km). 

Turn L onto road and turn L again onto a path. (3mins-0.22km). 

Continue until the path meets a track turn R for 40m to a white building named El 
Corral de Rata (24mins-1.25km). 

Go to the back of the 4 oak trees and pick-up path near an electrical pylon marked 
G/W. Continue around and under the summit of Bodoix and up to the col. Just before 
the col the path forks. (19mins-0.7km)..

Take the L fork, continue along the col over to the R and down (view of Adsubia quarry 
ahead) about 50m where path bears to the L. Good place for lunch and an opportunity 
to visit the summit (about 35mins round trip and 70m extra ascent) (2mins-0.15km). 

Continue on the path (past a well on your L) to a ruin. (22mins-1.07km).. 

Continue past this ruin on same path and continue down this G/W marked path to a 
track in the valley bottom and turn R onto track (38mins-1.61km). 

Proceed until the track joins a road and turn R (24mins-1.4km). 

Continue down road (ignore road off to the L) to a T junction where you turn R and back
to Pego. (14mins-1.05km). 

44mins
2.72km 

1hr
3.55km

1hr3mins
3.77km

1hr27mins
5.02km

1hr46mins-
5.72km

1hr48mins
5.87km

2hrs10mins
6.94km

2hrs48mins
8.55km

3hrs12mins
9.95km

3hrs26mins
11km

Walk recommendations or restrictions? None



Route followed is outlined in Red


